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Person can find whale sharks in smaller size as well as larger size. The largest size of whale shark
is 40 feet. According to scientists that this type of whale shark can swim in water at the speed of 25
mph. Another popular type of whale shark is blue whale shark. According to survey that blue whale
shark can swim in water at the speed of 24.5 mph.

The fastest whale shark in the whole world is Shortfin mako whale shark. As every person knows
that whale shark is considered to be the largest shark and this largest fish can swim in water around
4 miles at least an hour. The largest whale shark is 41.5 feet long and weight is 47000 lbs. Every
adventurous person wants to swim with whale sharks. But this activity is not easy as it shows. If
person wants to enjoy swim with whale sharks then person should follow important instructions.
Here we will discuss important guidelines in order to swim with whale sharks. The main and
essential guidelines are as follows:

1.	Firstly, if person wants to swim with whale sharks then person should take help from different
books and documentaries. In market, person finds numerous books that are specially written on
whale sharks diving.

2.	Secondly, internet is the best source for learning or collecting important information related to
swim with whale sharks. By using internet, person can watch various documentaries related to
whale sharks diving.

3.	Another important guideline in order to swim with whale sharks we can say that person should
purchase best equipments for this adventurous activity. The most important equipments for
swimming with whale sharks are underwater suit and helmet.

4.	Last important and significant guideline to swim with whale sharks is that person should take
training from expert diver. In this way, person can easily learn that how to swim with whale sharks.

Finally, we can say that these are main guidelines if any diver wants to swim with whale sharks.
Now the question arises that what would be best place or destination for enjoying this adventurous
activity? According to recent survey that the best places for diving with whale sharks are Cancun,
Hawaii and Australia.

Moreover, person finds wide variety of whale sharks such as sandbar sharks, Tiger sharks,
Scalloped Hammerhead whale shark and Reef Whitetip whale sharks. By visiting these places,
person can find wide range of whale sharks. In the whole conclusion we can say that whale shark
diving is considered to be special and adventurous activity. If person wants to visit Hawaii or
Cancun then every tourist or diver should enjoy this adventurous activity. Because after performing
this activity, person can make his/her trip more memorable and magnificent.
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